SPECTACULAR LOCATION PONTE VECCHIO
FLORENCE, ITALY
Located right next to buzzing Ponte Vecchio, this 1000 sqft / 85 sqm dream apartment on the top floor of a Renaissance
building will charm you with its exclusive location. Two private terraces (500 sqft / 50 sqm) with views over the rooftops of
Florence. Luxurious furniture and omnipresent sunlight add to the beauty of this quiet and light apartment. The ! !
apartment has one bedroom and a comfortable pullout couch in the living room to host a total of four persons.

CASA VENTURA
Location - location - location!
In Florence you get around by
foot and it feels great to exit
this quiet oasis and be !
immediately emerged in the
feel and buzz of historic !
Florence.
Ponte Vecchio is right there
and you may wish to linger in
the quiet and more authentic
little streets with its local
stores, restaurants and bars or
walk the main streets to see
the Duomo, the U!zi and !
Piazza Signoria - all within 5
minutes walking !distance.
Cross Ponte Vecchio and get
lost in the Santo Spirito and
Oltrarno area, where locals like
to shop and dine.
The apartment is ideally !
located close to all important
masterpieces and sights.
Surrounded by luxury hotels,
many restaurants and bars are
just a stone throw away.
Visit the close supermarket
and enjoy a home cooked
meal. The two terraces are
both exclusively for this
apartment and the larger one
is completely private with no
neighbors in sight. Just perfect
to linger and enjoy a ! !
candlelight dinner.
!
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Viccolo dell’Oro 1, 50123 Florence

!

At a Glance:
Entire Apartment
85 sqm, 1000 sq ft
Floor: 7
Elevator: to 6th Floor
Two private Terraces
Internet

Accommodates: 4
Bedrooms: 1
King or Twin Option
Bathrooms: 1
Bathtub and Shower
Full Kitchen

Air Conditioning / Heating
Linen / Bed Sheets / Towels
Washing Machine
Hairdryer
Fireplace
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Most recent guest comment:
Perfect location perfect apartment

This is a fantastic apartment.
The ! location is perfect: 30
seconds from Ponte Vecchio
but, ! because it's on the 7th
floor and is above the nearby
roofs, perfectly quiet.
The owners are very nice and
were extremely helpful before
and ! during our stay. Both
have worked in the luxury hotel
business for years so they
really know what they're doing.
They are very well connected
and many resources available
should you need any help - you
could not be in better hands if
you stayed in the nicest hotel in
town.
The kitchen is well equipped,
the ! living room / dining room
area is big and well furnished,
and the two terraces are great they are both exclusively for
this ! apartment and the larger
one is completely private with
no neighbors in sight.
Before we arrived we wondered
if the apartment could be as
good as it appears in the !
pictures; in fact it is better, !
bigger and nicer.
We want to stay here again and
will! recommend it to friends
and family members going to
Florence enthusiastically.
WWW.APPLE.COM/IWORK!
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